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Successes and “Challenges” 

of engagement and activism around sustainability

 Latest carbon challenge (Autumn 2015)

 Green-seed grant funded ($49k)

 Facebook page (UW Carbon Challenge!)

 Tri-campus collaboration

 Three-tiered challenge: 

 Teacher to student: lose 5,000 lbs!

 Teacher to teacher

 Mostly trash talk (productive)

 Student to UWT community

 …and some student to teacher!

http://green.uw.edu/gsf/project/2410
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1482417898729539/


Successes: student and faculty participation!



UW Carbon Challenge: student videos 

about sustainability

 Environmental crimes!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=289SsGHUJxw


Success! Some media attention for our 

challenge



Reflection prompts


 1 – [Week 1: first class]: What does the word “environment” mean to you?  What does 
the word “sustainability” mean to you? What has helped to shape these perspectives?



 2 – [Week 3]: What thoughts and emotions arose when you saw your carbon footprint? As 
you think about your participation in the carbon challenge, what ideas are emerging for 
you?



 3 – [Week 7]: What challenges have you faced, and what successes have you achieved 
during this challenge?  What thoughts, emotions, and insights are emerging now at this 
stage in the challenge?



 4 – [Final week]:

 Part I. What does the word “environment” mean to you?  What does the word 
“sustainability” mean to you? What has helped to shape these perspectives?  

 Part II. Reflect on your experiences and insights associated with participating in the 
carbon challenge. 



Reflections

Code: Protection 
 “The environment is something we need to protect for future generations. We need 

to maintain our natural resources and wildlife.”

 “…the environment and our ability to preserve and maintain the world that we live 

in. We need to create a sustainable world so that we do not kill off endangered 

species or destroy the natural world.”



“use of resources in a healthy, non-wasteful manner. To me, this is the act of 

gathering a resource without taking more than you need, creating it with little 

damaging output, using said item in its full lifespan, then recycling it back into a 

system so resources are preserved for future generations and what we have 

recycled in the system can be used, hopefully more so than taking resources we 
don’t really need to.”

 “conserving what is still available or present in our world, and helping lessen the 

demand of unnatural products while being conscious of doing so”



Reflections

Code: Responsibility

 “We should be responsible and take care of our homes and make sure our 

ecological community is also cared for”

 “I stay informed because I have a moral obligation to myself, to the rest of society 

and to the planet to help protect and preserve the environment to promote 

sustainability.”

 “it is an individuals responsibility to encourage productivity in a sensible manner that 

does not eliminate precious resources. The earth is a delicate balance.”

 “I do believe each person should take responsibility for taking care of our planet and 
remaining mindful of our impact on the environment.”



Reflections
Code: Guilt

 “I am frustrated and embarrassed. I feel this way because I know I am one of the 

educated ones out there. I am aware of the footprint challenge, climate change 

and make conscious decisions to reduce my environmental impact everyday” * also 

coded as frustrated 

 “I felt a huge burden on humanity but I am sure that was just for the moment and 

that it is the problem. We see our wrong doing and see how our carbon footprint is 
hurting the planet but we still keep doing the same thing.”

 “Some emotion I felt was disgusted with the negative impact my current lifestyle is 

having upon the world in regards to its sustainability.”

 “I was totally shocked that it would take almost 5 planets just to accommodate my 
footprint. I felt a twinge of shame that I am not doing more to decrease the strain 
that I put on the environment”



Reflections
Code: Awareness

 “After completing that quiz and participating in the carbon challenge I feel like I have a 
better idea of what I need to change in order to lower my carbon footprint.”

 “One thing that I didn’t know was how much diet affected my score. I knew eating meat 
puts a larger strain on the planet than eating vegetarian, but I didn’t really grasp to what 
extent.”

 “Overall though this has helped me notice how wasteful my lifestyle is and I am slowly 
making changes to improve this.”

 “This carbon footprint exercise really opened my eyes regarding human’s daily uses and 
the earth’s capability to support our lifestyle.”

 “I noticed more waste around me-milk gallon after milk gallon, plastic utensils, paper 
coffee cups, everyday at work.”

 “I’m glad I took the quiz, it helped me to realize that my everyday choices have a much 
larger impact then I ever had imagined.”



Reflections
Code: Success!!

 “still unsustainable but not as bad as it was.”

 “I have been successful with, waking up earlier so I can make in to the link to 
commute to class, taking shorter showers and sorting through my trash to make sure I 
am recycling and composting properly. I also buy local/ organic vegetables from 
the grocery despite the higher costs.”

 “One of the successes I’ve found is that my eating habits are healthier.”

 “tried my best to lower my carbon footprint and the funny thing is how much I have 
improved it, by simply spending an extra 30 seconds while shopping or choosing to 
do something  healthier like walking instead of driving”

 “The first time I do this challenge, I think that it would be very hard to do. However, 
as I go with it, it became easier and easier”

 “I feel really proud when I am able to find a new way to conserve! Whenever I’m 
successful at limiting my shower time or buying thrifted clothes, I know more about 
the impact I’m having and how every small action can help a lot. Having the 
added discussion of the philosophical implications only furthers the joy I get when I 
take positive action.”


